AUGUST 17, 2012
By the President of Safeguard Atone Validate Educate
A Call for National Peace Treaties
I, CEDRIC DEAN, President of Safeguard Atone Validate Educate, call on all SAVE
affiliates and associates to broker Peace Agreements between rival gangs and syndicates,
using the following Peace Treaty.
I hereby call for:
Consultation and Cooperation with Law Enforcement
Prior to brokering this Peace Treaty, the Broker will engage in consultation and
cooperation with Law Enforcement agencies, which serve and protect the hostile zone.
This consultation will be to assure compliance with Federal, State, and Local statues. The
Broker also will consult, prior to brokering this Peace Treaty, ex-gang members in good
standing with the two gangs or syndicates. This consultation will be to assure that such
attempt will not adversely affect any Zone related or unrelated to the Treaty.
Additionally, the Broker, must find that the terms proposed in the Treaty will not create a
situation which may reasonably be expected to lead to an armed conflict.
Wording of the Treaty
(a) (1) A Peace treaty for a gang or syndicate must be worded as follows, except that
instructions in brackets are to be replaced with the relevant information and the brackets
deleted:
Peace Treaty
Peace Treaty, the "Treaty," entered into as of [ date ] by and between [ name of gang or
syndicate ] and [ name of gang or syndicate ].
Whereas, both parties has elected to establish a peace agreement to provide all or part of
such community safety for the terms identified herein,
Whereas, both parties, acting through its duly authorized representatives, has selected [
Broker Name ] to be the broker under this peace agreement, and [ Broker Name ] is
willing to act as broker,
Now, Therefore, the parties agree as follows:
Section 1. Definitions. As used in this Treaty.

(a) The term "Parties" mean the gangs or syndicates that enter this Treaty and any
successors or assigns of the Parties.
(b) The term "Broker" means the Peace Broker who brokers this Treaty and any
successor Treaty.
Section 2. Violence Free Zones.
(a) This Treaty pertains to the zones identified on attached Schedule A [ on Schedule A,
for each zone list the protected area (school, neighborhood, etc) for which community
safety is demonstrated by this Treaty ].
Section 3. Establishment of Territory.
(a) The Parties hereby establish a specific territory, the "Territory," for the benefit of
SAFETY in the event that the parties breech this Treaty. The Parties intend that neither
violate access to the Territory except as herein provided. The Territory is established
initially as consisting of the zone, which is mutually agreed upon by both Parties,
described in Schedule B attached hereto. Such zone and any other zone subsequently
agreed upon by both Parties is referred to as the Territory. The Territory shall be
respected by the parties, NO VIOLENCE, as hereinafter provided. The Parties shall not
congregate nor shall they undertake any occupation of, nor any activities, of any part of
the zone established by this TREATY.
Section 4. Instructions to the Broker.
(a) All orders, requests, and instructions by the Parties to the Broker shall be in writing,
signed by such persons as are designated and duly authorized by the Parties. The Broker
shall have no duty to act in the absence of such orders, requests, and instructions from the
Parties except as provided herein.
Section 5. Amendment of Treaty.
(a) This Treaty may be amended by an instrument in writing executed by both Parties in
Mutual Agreement.
Section 6. Irrevocability and Termination.
(a) Subject to the right of the Parties to amend this Treaty as provided in section 5, this
Treaty shall be irrevocable and shall continue until terminated at the written agreement of
the Parties. Upon termination of the Treaty, all school zones, playgrounds, and childrenoccupied dwellings shall remain VIOLENCE FREE.
Section 7. Immunity and Indemnification.

(a) The Broker shall not incur personal liability of any nature in connection with any act
or omission, made in good faith, in the administration of this Treaty, or in carrying out
any directions by the Parties issued in accordance with this Treaty.
(b) The Broker shall be indemnified and saved harmless by the Parties from and against
any personal liability to which the Broker may be subjected by reason of any act or
conduct in its official capacity, including any retaliatory acts in the event either Party
breech this Treaty.
In Witness Whereof the Parties have caused this Treaty to be executed by their respective
representatives duly authorized and their gang or syndicate seals to be hereunto affixed
and attested as of the date first above written: The Parties below certify that the wording
of this Treaty is identical to the wording specified verbally.
[ Signature of Party ]
[ Seal ]

[ Signature of Party ]
[ Seal ]

[ Signature of Broker ]

EFFECTIVE DATE:
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto called on all SAVE affiliates and associates
to broker Peace Agreements between rival gangs and syndicates this seventeenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord two thousand twelve.
CEDRIC DEAN

